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Easy to play 3 difficulty settings 3 language options 3 stage settings - (stage 1,5,10) 10 music
collections 10 settings to customise your character and appearance There are 6 NPC's to choose
from to mosh with There is a limit of 6 kills before respawn, enabled by default and enforced if you
kill a dancer Developer information: Description: Relive your favourite club nights and gigs, load your
own music (Hardcore, Punk, Metal, any genre really, via.wav audio file format) and go to the dance
floor, annihilate anyone in your path using the classic metal moshing moves (lots of NPC's doing the
same), stage dive as you please, head bang with realistic hair physics. The music you load drives the
game, your experience. In a nutshell, it's a next level heavy metal music sim. Hone your inner Metal
head or be straightedge, or go punk and destroy everything, or play some classical Beethoven while
moshing, we don't mind. Or visit other clubs and explore. IMPORTANT - Setup instructions: For the
ideal playing experience, before playing the game grab some of your favourite artists.wav tracks,
copy those into the folder..\Windows\MadMosh_Data\StreamingAssets When the game loads it loads
those songs and plays them in order, to get data such as beats per minute. If you do not perform this
step, don't worry, the default in-game music will play! When you are ready start the game. Once
playing, press the escape key to get the options, help, player customisation. To stage dive press the
right shift key while in dance more (Hold both left and right shift for a BIG stage dive, to stop/start
dance mode press left ctrl key), power moves controlled by M,,? keys, L is for headbanging. Take a
drink to get your strength back, press E key near a drink. C key is for slow motion. Have fun in the
mosh pit. About The Game One Military Camp: Easy to play 3 difficulty settings 3 language options 3
stage settings - (stage 1,5,10) 10 music collections 10 settings to customise your character and
appearance There are 6 NPC's to choose from to mosh with There is a limit of 6 kills before respawn,
enabled by default and enforced if you
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Alter Ego Features Key:
Made of high grade steel
Two meters long
Easy to install
Can be applied to any electronic product that require the installation of a key
Provides the traditional method of key recovery that no longer required the use of hammer and
chisel
Magnetic Pull Game Key, install and recovery in 20 minutes, no need for background:
All keys can be processed automatically, and the process time is less than 20 minutes, you will easily
find your lost keys
Magnetic Pull Game Key, Our product will be the best choice
We are the first in the industry to mass produce the Magnetic Pull Game Key, restock every day!
We are committed to customer service, and we will work hard to make sure every customer is satisfied.
Let’s move forward together!

Prodcut Details:
We take 12-20 days for custom orders! If the product becomes out of stock after your
order, we will contact you first.
Preorders: will be shipped within 1-2 months upon shipment.
FOB: $75.00 to Miami(USA), $70.00 to anywhere else
Order confirmation and delivery: Usually within 5 days
Delivery: usually within 3-5 days
Customers are responsible for all import duties and taxes

Package:
Plastic case, Wooden box,OBE carton
Sold by piece.
Double protect bag(Peanuts bag) or other protect bags are also available.
Delivery service from 7:30AM-8:30PM, Weekends,Holidays, and on Monday & Saturday.

Shipping:
Shipping time:
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